Mini E-Book Gold Mine
“How to Build Your List and Make an Abundance of Money Through the
Magic of Giving Away Free Reports!”

IMPORTANT LEGAL NOTICE
By reading this ebook, you consent to the following legal agreement. If you do not agree to
this agreement, you must immediately close this ebook and delete it from your PC.

The author has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the creation of this
report, notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or represent at any time that the
contents within are accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the Internet.
The author, publisher, and distributor of this product assume no responsibility for the use
or misuse of this product, or for any injury, damage and/or financial loss sustained to
persons or property as a result of using this report. While every effort has been made to
ensure reliability of the information within, the liability, negligence or otherwise, or from any
use, misuse or abuse of the operation of any methods, strategies, instructions or ideas
contained in the material herein is the sole responsibility of the reader. All content is
provided “as is” and any and all warranties are disclaimed, whether express or implied,
including, without limitation, any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose. Our cumulative liability to you or anyone else for any loss or damages
resulting from any claims, demands, or actions arising out of or relating to this Agreement
or use of the content shall not exceed the amount you have paid to us for the ebook. In no
event shall we be liable for any indirect, incidental, consequential, special, or exemplary
damages or lost profits, even if we have been advised of the possibility of such damages.
You agree that the foregoing constitutes your sole and exclusive remedy for any breach of
this Agreement.
While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this publication, the

Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretation of
the subject matter herein. Any perceived slights of specific persons, peoples, or
organizations are unintentional.
This book is a common sense guide to marketing online. In practical advice books, like
anything else in life, there are no guarantees of income made. Readers are cautioned to
reply on their own judgment about their individual circumstances to act accordingly.
This book is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or financial
advice. All readers are advised to seek services of competent professionals in legal,
business, accounting, and finance field.
This Agreement is entered into in Stockport, England. You consent to the exclusive
jurisdiction of England for any dispute arising from or related to this Agreement.
You agree that the exclusive venue for any dispute arising from or related to this
Agreement will be a court located in Stockport, England.
Should any term of this Agreement be declared void or unenforceable, that term shall be
severed from the Agreement such declaration shall have no effect on the enforceability
of the remaining terms.

Discover The Ultimate Easy Way To
Create Your Own Mini Ebooks

Join the Private Label Ebook Club for Private Label Resale Rights to
Quality Internet Marketing related ebooks every single month

Chop the ebooks up, modify them however you want, stick your name and adverts
inside them then sell them or give them away free
Distribute them for personal use, with Resale Rights, or with Master Resale Rights – the
choice is entirely yours.
Check out this low cost solution now – and discover why NOT using private label
ebooks could be losing you a fortune.

For full details, please visit… http://www.privatelabelebookclub.com
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Chapter 1:

Mini E-Books Exposed

1.1 What is a Mini E-Book?
People often ask, “what is a mini E-Book” and why is it important in the scheme
of my business? To answer the question of “what is a mini E-Book?”: a mini EBook is a 5-25 page executable file or PDF document that discusses a very specific
topic. While the mini E-Book has become wildly popular as an Internet marketing
tool, it is also used in non-IM niches.
A mini E-Book can be used for a number of different purposes. In general,
however, a mini-E-Book is usually used to convey a very specific – and little
known – secret about a niche topic, whether it be car waxing or pet care.
What is a mini E-Book and how is it different from a regular E-Book? A mini EBook is smaller than a regular E-Book because it doesn't aim to be
comprehensive. Instead, it concentrates on providing highly-specific, crucial
information about a specific technique or idea. Successful publishers will often
going beyond a pre-set scope in their mini E-Book.
While smaller than a normal E-Book, it can still be sold through the same
avenues. For instance, publishers who start by asking, “what is a mini E-Book?”
often end up asking “where can I sell such a product”? It's simple: they can open a
vendor account at http://www.clickbank.com, pay the $50 initial product fee, and
then begin selling any amount of mini E-Books.
Additionally, a mini E-Book publisher can also give his or her product away
completely free of charge in order to generate traffic. This is often employed by
skilled Internet marketers, who will coordinate a massive free give away – and
then include some back-end component to return readers to their sites.
So what is a mini E-Book and why is it important? It's a short book or report on a
specific topic that either generates revenue or facilitates traffic generation.

1.2 What Makes a Mini E-Book a Mini E-Book
What makes a mini E-Book a mini E-Book? A
normal E-Book generally spans

from between 30 and 75 pages in length; however,
there are a number of E-Books that are considerably
longer. Ken Evoy's “Make Your Site Sell” (MYSS) -once dubbed the Bible of Internet marketing –
contains well over 700 pages of marketing advice, rife
Rather, large tomes like Ken Evoy's and even smaller E-Books, such as ones that
withfrom
powerful
illustrations
and examples.
Thisthey
could
span
30 to 75 pages
are usually considered
full E-Books because
cover a
range
of
topics
in
considerable
depth.
They
are
comprehensive
and
complete.
hardly be considered a mini E-Book.
In stark contrast to the large, comprehensive E-Book is the mini E-Book. So what
makes a mini E-Book a mini E-Book? Obviously, the size is important: a mini-EBook generally spans around 5 to 25 pages.
Another important distinction when considering what makes a mini E-Book a
mini E-Book is that it is not comprehensive – and this is crucial. Unlike a full EBook, a mini E-Book should give a piece of an incomplete idea, prompting the
reader to take action – whether it be to purchase the complete version or to optin to a newsletter.
Another part of what makes a mini E-Book a mini E-Book is that it is generally
free. Rather than capturing revenue, as most large product launches must do, it
seeks to penetrate a specific niche crowd and to pull them in as leads.
Additionally, it seeks to give list subscribers a specific incentive to circulate the
report, which again will bring in additional revenue.
In summary, what makes a mini E-Book a mini E-Book? It must be short,
targeted, incomplete, and yet still effective at persuading list subscribers to
circulate it; but most importantly, it should be free.

1.3 The Role of Mini E-Books in Internet
Marketing
What is the role of mini E-Books in Internet marketing? In Internet marketing,
mini E-Books serve almost exclusively as a viral tool that generates traffic and
opt-in list subscriber growth.

In many cases, the role of mini E-Books in Internet marketing is to generate viral
and explosive growth through word of mouth promotion. But before you attempt
to integrate mini E-Books into your marketing campaigns, there are a number of
important things you should first consider.
The first and most important thing to keep in mind is that your product must have
a target market. If you have no list to promote to and no idea whether or not
anyone is actively looking for the solution you present in your mini E-Book, do not
write it. Start with market research and determine what people really want to know
about your specific niche. You can do this by searching forums for hot topics that
have received a significant amount of replies. Take one of these topics and generate
a quick report about it, using a controversial angle – something that will grab
someone's attention and compel them to buy.
Next, determine how you will market your mini E-Book. You can start by looking
for joint venture partners. Find webmasters who have lists related to your topic.
And then approach them quietly with your offer. But make sure it is compelling.
Webmasters with big sites get offers like yours every single day. Yours must stand
apart and provide a compelling incentive, such as a large affiliate commission.
Again, the role of mini E-Books in Internet marketing is to generate viral traffic.
If you don't have people promoting your E-Book through word of mouth, then
you might as well not write it.
So start with the market research. Find out if anyone will actually buy your
product. Once you do that and develop a good product, start contacting your
potential JV partners with a good, compelling offer.

1.4 The Purpose of a Mini E-Book to YOU
What is the purpose of a mini E-Book to you and your business? Is it simply
another means through which to generate revenue? In many cases, yes, it is. Often,
if you have a list, you can use a bunch of mini E-Books to supplement your income
by creating a product in 2-3 days and then selling it for as little as $7. Who on your
list wouldn't buy it, provided that the information was useful and the sales page
was compelling?
The purpose of a mini E-Book to you and your business that we will discuss in
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